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Dear editor,
Group signature (GS) [1] is a milestone in privacy-oriented
cryptography, which provides authentication for messages
and keeps signers anonymous. Trolin and Wikström [2]
properly generalized GS into the notion of hierarchical group
signature (HGS) and showed its typical usage in building
anonymous credit card systems. Initially, HGS was proposed in a static setting, i.e., no dynamic joining or revocation would be allowed once the group was set up, and this
considerably limited its applications. To partially address
this issue, Hou et al. [3] formalized the notion of hierarchical
GS with verifier-local revocation (VLR-HGS). Furthermore,
they showed a generic construction only from verifier-local
revocable GS (VLR-GS) [4] holding some strong security,
called full-anonymity. However, their work failed to show a
more general case of insider-anonymity, which presented a
drawback.
In addition, by recognizing the building block of anonymous encryption (AE) [5], we propose an alternative generic
construction of VLR-HGS. Our construction enjoys several
advantages over [3]. First, it supports more efficient instantiations (from lattices). Please see Table 1 for details. Second,
it traces more efficiently for managers excluding the penultimate depth. Third, our construction allows pre-signings.
Notations and other preliminaries are put in Appendixes
A–E.
VLR-HGS constructions from AE and VLR-GS. Let
AE = (Kg, Enc, Dec) be an AE scheme, and let GS =
(GKg, GSig, GVf) be a VLR-GS scheme; our construction is
demonstrated as follows.
(1) HKg(1n , T ) : First, run (gpk, {grt[α]}α∈L(T ) ,
{gsk[α]}α∈L(T ) ) ← GKg(1n , 1|L(T )| ); then run (pkβ , skβ )
← Kg(1n ) for β ∈ (T −L(T )−T δ−1 ). The public map hpk is
defined as hpk(ρ) := (gpk, pkρ ), hpk(β) := pkβ for β ∈ T i ,
S
i = 1, 2, . . . , δ − 2, hpk(β) := ⊥ for β ∈ (L(T ) T δ−1 );
the secret map hsk is defined as hsk(β) := skβ for β ∈
(T − L(T ) − T δ−1 ), hsk(β) := {grt[α]}α∈β for β ∈ T δ−1 ,

hsk(α) := gsk[α] for α ∈ L(T ); the map hrt is defined as
hrt(α) := grt[α] for α ∈ L(T ).
(2) HSig(hpk, hsk(α), m) : Let β0 := ρ ∋ β1 ∋ · · · ∋ βδ :=
α denote the path from the root to the signer, and parse
hpk(ρ) as (gpk, pkρ ); first compute ci ← Enc(pkβi , βi+1 ) for
i = 0, 1, . . . , δ − 2, then generate σ′ ← GSig(gpk, hsk(α), m);
it outputs the signature σ := (c0 , c1 , . . . , cδ−2 , σ′ ).
(3) HVf(hpk, RL, m, σ) : Parse hpk(ρ) as (gpk, pkρ ), and
parse σ as (c0 , c1 , . . . , cδ−2 , σ′ ); output 0/1 ← GVf(gpk,
RL, m, σ′ ).
We specify the following tracing algorithm for our construction: given a message-signature pair (m, σ) with σ =
(c0 , c1 , . . . , cδ−2 , σ′ ),
(1) for managers β ∈ T i , i = 0, 1, . . . , δ − 2, compute
β ′ ← Dec(hsk(β), ci ), and output β ′ if β ′ ∈ β, otherwise
output ⊥;
(2) for managers β ∈ T δ−1 , parse hpk(ρ) as (gpk, pkρ )
and parse hsk(β) as {grt[α]}α∈β ; for α ∈ β, run
GVf(gpk, {grt[α]}, m, σ′ ) and output the first index for
which it says invalid/0, otherwise output ⊥.
Theorem 1. Our verification algorithm is correct, if the
underlying VLR-GS is correct; our tracing algorithm is correct, if both the underlying AE and VLR-GS are correct;
our construction holds full/insider anonymity, if the VLRGS holds full/insider anonymity respectively and the AE is
secure; our construction is traceable, if the underlying VLRGS is traceable.
Proof.
See Appendixes F–I.
The size of the signing key in our construction is independent of the tree depth, and thus it is reduced by a factor of
δ when compared with [3]. Also, to generate the first (δ − 1)
components, we performed comparatively more efficient encryption operations than group signings as used in [3]. Our
signing algorithm enjoys the flexibility of trade-off between
time and storage because the cipher-text chain can be precomputed without the target message, which helps in further accelerating the signing procedure at the cost of locally
storing such chains.
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Table 1

Signature size
Public key size
Token size
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Efficiency comparison between [3] and this letter
Ref. [3]

Scheme 1

Scheme 2

Full-anonymity
e 2 ) · |T i |
O(n

Full-anonymity
e
O(n)

Insider-anonymity
e
O(n)

hpk(ρ)

e 2 ) · |L(T )|
O(n
e 2 ) · |T |
O(n

e 2 ) · |L(T )|
O(n
e 2 ) · |L(T )|
O(n

hpk(β), β ∈ T i=1,2,...,δ−2

–

e 2)
O(n

e
O(n)
· log |L(T )|
e 2 ) · log |L(T )|
O(n
e 2)
O(n

hrt(β), β ∈ (T − L(T ) − ρ)

e
O(n
)
e 2)
O(n

–
e 2)
O(n
e
O(n)

–
e
O(n)
e
O(n)

e 2 ) · |child(β)|
O(n
e 2)
O(n

e
O(n)
· |child(β)|
e
O(n) · log |L(T )|

σi=0,1,...,δ−2
σδ−1

2

hrt(α), α ∈ L(T )
hsk(β), β ∈ T i=0,1,...,δ−2

Secret key size
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hsk(β), β ∈ T

δ−1

e 2 ) · |child(β)|
O(n
e 2 ) · |child(β)|
O(n

hsk(α), α ∈ L(T )

In [3], the manager’s tracing cost is linear to the number of its direct children. Comparatively, for managers at
not the penultimate depth, the tracing algorithm of our construction involves only a decryption operation with constant
costs. Such efficiency improvement will show its power especially for a large set of managers. It is worth mentioning
that for VLR-GS, it remains open how to design an efficient
revocation mechanism (with sub-linear cost to the size of
the revocation list). Obviously, progresses in solving this
problem will contribute naturally to the tracing efficiency of
managers at the penultimate depth.
Also, a signer’s secret key in [3] includes the signing keys
of its ancestors as well. As a result, by querying the secret keys of challenge identities’ siblings, the adversary can
obtain the revocation tokens which should be forbidden to
avoid triviality, and thus breaks the anonymity. However,
our construction additionally enables an insider-to-insider
transformation, and this result contributes to more efficient
instantiations as shown below.
Lattice-based instantiations. With rapid developments of
quantum computing, lattice-based cryptography [6], a most
promising post-quantum element, has become a top-notch
research area. Hou et al. [3] have given a VLR-HGS scheme
from lattices; however, as the size of both public key and
e 2 ) in the underlying GKV scheme [7]
signature is N · O(n
(a variant), with N being the group size, their construction seems less satisfactory in terms of efficiency. By contrast, in the LLNW scheme [8], the sizes of public key and
e 2 ) · log N and O(n)
e
signature are O(n
· log N, respectively.
e 2.5 ) for
Its security is based on SIVPγ(n) , with γ(n) = O(n
e 1.5 ) for traceability. Uninsider-anonymity and γ(n) = O(n

fortunately, the LLNW scheme cannot be used to instantiate the construction [3] owing to the strong anonymity requirement. On the other hand, Gentry et al. [9] proposed a
lattice-based AE scheme, which is secure assuming hardness
of SIVPO(n
e 1.5 ) .
We present two instantiations of our construction. First,
our Scheme 1 is instantiated with the GKV scheme (the
same variant used in [3]) and the GPV scheme [9]. As a
main result, our Scheme 2 is an insider-anonymous instantiation using the GPV scheme and the LLNW scheme. Since
the tree size is polynomially bounded in n, Θ(log n) bits
are sufficient to specify each node in T by proper encoding. Thus, both our schemes use the k-bit version of the
GPV scheme with k = Θ(log n), where the sizes of public
e 2 ), O(n)
e
e
key, secret key and ciphertext are O(n
and O(n)
respectively.
A detailed comparison between schemes in [3] and ours is
given in Table 1. The comparison for public key size seems
less straightforward by Table 1, and here we give further ex-

e 2) · δ
O(n

planations. In [3], both the signing and the verification algoe 2 ) · |T |. In both our schemes,
rithm need hpk(ρ) of size O(n
for signing purposes, it needs only the (non-empty) public keys associated with nodes from the signer to the root,
e 2 ) · O(|L(T )|) and O(n
e 2 ) · O(log |T |) for
with sizes of O(n
Schemes 1 and 2, respectively; on the other hand, for verifications, it takes hpk(ρ) (more specifically gpk) of sizes
e 2 ) · |L(T )| and O(n
e 2 ) · log |L(T )| for Schemes 1 and 2
O(n
respectively. Overall, the public key size in Scheme 1 is comparable to that of [3], and Scheme 2 enjoys smaller public
key than [3].
Summary.
We propose a more efficient designing
paradigm for VLR-HGS. For VLR-GS, backward unlinkability is quite useful in specific scenarios, and clearly, it is
straightforward to extend our construction to capture this
property. For future work, it is admirable to propose latticebased VLR-HGS schemes with smaller sizes, and on the
other hand, enhancing VLR-HGS to a fully dynamic case
seems also attractive.
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